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Instagram competition December 2019 Terms & Conditions 
  
These Terms and Conditions prevail in the event of any conflict or inconsistency with any 
other communications, including advertising or promotional materials. Entry/claim 
instructions are deemed to form part of the terms and conditions and by participating all 
claimants will be deemed to have accepted and be bound by the terms and conditions. 
Please retain a copy for your information. 
  
  

1. Eligibility: This promotion is only open to residents of the United Kingdom 
(England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) aged 18 or over.  Secondees to 
Tesco Mobile or employees of its affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising or promotion 
agencies are not eligible, nor are members of these employees’ families (defined 
as parents, children, siblings, spouse and life partners). 

  

2. Promotion Period: Enter between 08:00am on 10th December and 18:00pm on 
16th December 2019   

  

3. No purchase is necessary; however internet access and a valid Instagram account 
is required. 

  

4. To Enter: To enter the promotion, visit the following pages: 

  

5. Instagram https://www.instagram.com/tescomobile/?hl=en 

  

6. Watch the Instagram story and share your best chat-up line for a chance to win. 
The person with the best chat-up line will be chosen as winner. Entrants must 
follow the entry procedure in order to have a valid entry.  
 
 

7. Maximum of one entry per person. If more entries than the limit listed are sent 
from the same Instagram account or from multiple Instagram accounts set up by 
the same entrant, only the first entry will be valid. 

  

8. The Prize: Five winners on Instagram will receive 1 Samsung Galaxy S10 each. 
The phone will be locked to Tesco Mobile and will have a Pay As You Go SIM 
enclosed. 
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9. Moderation: Entries will be rejected if they: 
- contain defamatory, malicious, indecent or other inappropriate content including 
sexist or racist language or imagery; 
- include the names, likenesses, photographs or similar of any individual without 

their express permission; 
- contain immoral or obscene behaviour; 
- condone or encourage violent or anti-social behaviour; 
- cause offence on the ground of religion, gender, sexual orientation, nudity, 

disability or age; 
- refer to any brand other than the Promoter; or 
- represent a danger, health and safety fear or distress. 

  

10. Winner Notification and Claim:  The winner will be notified by direct message on 
Instagram within 5 working days after the end of the Promotion Period. The winner 
will have 7 days to respond to the initial notification confirming acceptance of the 
prize, and failure to comply with this timeframe may result in disqualification of that 
winner and the prize being awarded to a reserve winner selected in the same 
manner. 

  
11.  Please allow 30 days for delivery of the prize from the date of prize acceptance.    
  
12.  The Promoter accepts no responsibility for entries or claims that are late, incomplete, 
incorrectly submitted, corrupted or misdirected, network failure or delayed. 
  
13.  Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable unless otherwise stated and cannot be 
redeemed for cash or any other form of compensation. Any person found selling their 
prize will be disquaflied and asked to return their prize. 
  
14.  Data Privacy: Entrants' personal data will only be used for this promotion and will be 
held in accordance with our Privacy Policy, which is available here.  
  
15.  General: If for any reason any aspect of this promotion is not capable of running as 
planned, the Promoter may in its sole discretion cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the 
promotion, or invalidate any affected entries (this includes, without limitation, by reason 
of infection by computer virus, network failure, bugs, tampering, unauthorised 
intervention, fraud, technical failures or any cause beyond the control of the Promoter 
which corrupts or affects the administration, security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct 
of this promotion). 
  
  
16.  The Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated 
with Instagram/Facebook. You are providing your information to the Promoter, not 
Instagram. The information you provide will only be used for the purpose of facilitating 
the Promotion unless you have agreed to its use for any other purpose. By entering the 
Promotion, all Participants agree to give Instagram a complete release from any and all 
legal liability in connection with the Promotion. All entries will be subject to Instagram’s 
terms of use which can be found at https://help.instagram.com/581066165581870.  
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17.  If a winning entry is deemed not to comply with these conditions of entry, the entry 
will be discarded and a new winner of the prize will be determined by the Promoter. 
  
18.  In all aspects of this promotion, the Promoter’s decision is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into regarding the selection of winners. 
  
19.  As a condition of accepting the prize, winners may be required, at the Promoter’s 
request, to participate in any reasonable promotional activity (such as publicity and 
photography) surrounding the winning of the prizes, free of charge, and they consent to 
the Promoter using their names and images in promotional material, including that with 
third parties. 
  
20.  The name and county of the winner may be obtained by going to Tesco Mobile 
Instagram page: Instagram within 2 months after the Promotion Period. 
  
21.  Bulk entries made from trade, consumer groups or third parties will not be 
accepted.  Incomplete or illegible entries, entries by macros or other automated means 
(including systems which can be programmed to enter), and entries which do not satisfy 
the requirements of these terms and conditions in full will be disqualified and will not be 
counted.  If it becomes apparent that a participant is using a computer(s) to circumvent 
this condition by, for example, the use of ‘script’, ‘brute force’, masking their identity by 
manipulating IP addresses, using identities other than their own or any other automated 
means in order to increase that participant’s entries into the draw in a way that is not 
consistent with the spirit of the promotion, that person’s entries will be disqualified and 
any prize award will be void.  
  
22.  The Promoter reserves the right to verify all entries including but not limited to asking 
for address and identity details (which they must provide within 14 days) and to refuse to 
award a prize or withdraw prize entitlement and/or refuse further participation in the 
promotion and disqualify the participant where there are reasonable grounds to believe 
there has been a breach of these terms and conditions or any instructions forming part of 
this promotions entry requirements or otherwise where a participant has gained unfair 
advantage in participating in the promotion or won using fraudulent means. The Promoter 
will be the final arbiter in any decisions and these will be binding and no correspondence 
will be entered into in relation this clause. 
  
23.  The rules of this promotion are subject to the legal and regulatory restrictions 
imposed under English law and the parties to any dispute or action shall submit to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the English and Welsh courts. 
  
PROMOTER:  Tesco Mobile Limited, 7 Wellington Street, Slough, Berkshire, SL1 1YP. 
  
  
 

 


